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Abstract

Background—Sleep problems are common in lung cancer survivors, yet little is known about the prevalence, determinants, and the effects on quality of life (QoL) of these sleep problems in long-term lung cancer survivors.

Methods—A case-control study design comparing 76 elderly lung cancer survivors (LCS, >5 years post diagnosis with mean survival time of 8 years +/- 2.1 years) and 78 elderly non-cancer controls (NCC). Measurements included a standardized questionnaire for sleep (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index—PSQI), and analogue scales for dyspnea, pain, and other comorbid symptoms, as well as demographic factors and cancer history.

Results—Overall, 56.6% of LCS had poor sleep (PSQI global score>5) as compared to only 29.5% of NCC (p<0.001), and 49.2% of LCS who did not have sleep difficulties prior to their lung cancer diagnosis ultimately developed them. There was also evidence of significant impairments in sleep efficiency in LCS (78.3%) relative to NCC (89.6%, p<0.001), predominantly due to increased nocturnal awakenings. A single-item analogue scale for sleep quality was not as effective in identifying sleep problems as more specific questions about sleep duration and sleep efficiency. Poor sleep quality was significantly correlated with impairments in quality of life, even when controlling for other factors, such as dyspnea.

Conclusions—Even 8 years after diagnosis, LCS continue to have significant sleep difficulties. By asking specific questions about sleep medication use, nocturnal awakenings and sleep efficiency,
health care providers can identify sleep problems that could be treated and potentially improve the quality of life of their patients.
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Introduction
Improvements in the diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer have resulted in increased opportunities for long-term survival [1,2]. Indeed, approximately 26,000 Americans per year with lung cancer will go on to survive for more than five years from the time of initial diagnosis [3]. This has led to a growing interest in addressing issues faced by these long-term survivors [4]. Sleep disorders are particularly common in lung cancer survivors, with 31% to 52% reporting insomnia symptoms [5-8]; these prevalence rates were found to be markedly higher than controls [7,9].

Furthermore, these sleep disorders lead to pronounced symptom distress: Sarna and colleagues gathered symptom distress data on female lung cancer patients an average of 1.8 years after treatment and found that insomnia was a major concern; it ranked as the third highest cause of distress after fatigue and pain [8]. Of note, research in non-cancer patients has shown that insomnia is associated with significant sequelae [10], such as an increased risk of accidents [11], depression [12] and impaired quality of life [13]. Even in relatively healthy adults, while controlling for baseline medical status and using objective criteria for insomnia, the presence of insomnia led to a 1.93 times greater risk of death over 4-19 years of follow-up [14]. Despite these concerns, insomnia is often undetected and under-treated when detected [15,16], with only 16.6% of patients in one study having spoken to their physician about their sleep problems [17].

Past studies that have examined sleep disturbances in lung cancer survivors have been helpful in providing estimates of prevalence and potential risk factors, but there are several limitations in this literature. First, many of these studies have had only a sparse assessment of sleep disturbances, relying on the symptom complaint of difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep [7,8], and have not inquired about other sleep disorders or used standardized clinical or research diagnostic criteria for insomnia as a syndrome [18,19]. This can lead to high estimates for the prevalence of the insomnia symptom that exceed the prevalence of insomnia as a syndrome/disease [20]. The one prior study that used more rigorous criteria was limited by a small sample size [21]. Second, these studies have sampled patients who, on average, were not long-term (>5 years) lung cancer survivors [7,17,22]. Third, many of these studies have included a broad range of cancer types, not just lung cancer [7,21]. The observation that lung cancer survivors have some of the highest rates of insomnia when compared to other cancer survivors suggests that there may be unique factors related to lung cancer survivorship that influence sleep [7,23]. Candidate factors that may be associated with sleep disruption include pain [6] and depression [24]. Furthermore, lung cancer survivors may also face additional problems from increased rates of dyspnea [25].

In order to address these issues, we conducted the first case-control study, to our knowledge, of sleep disturbances in an elderly lung cancer survivor population that had survived for more than five years since the initial diagnosis. We used a validated standardized sleep disturbance questionnaire, and included a control population of elderly patients without a cancer history. Our aim was to provide a more detailed description of sleep disturbances in lung cancer survivors by determining prevalence rates and risk factors for these sleep problems, with a particular focus on insomnia symptoms.
Methods

Participants

Subjects were drawn from the clinic records of the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, an academic teaching university which has a catchment area extending across eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware and southern New Jersey. We limited our study to subjects over the age of 60. Lung cancer is often a disease of older adults [3], however, past studies tend to include subjects across age groups. Given that there are significant age-related effects on a variety of sleep disorders [26,27], we decided to only enroll subjects over the age of 60. Subjects with lung cancer were drawn from the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania Thoracic Oncology Clinic. To be eligible, subjects had to be at least five years post-diagnosis of their lung cancer (long-term lung cancer survivors, LCS). Non-cancer controls (NCC) were also drawn from the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania clinic population and had no history of cancer. The Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania maintains an elder outreach and education program, Penn Partner’s in Healthy Living. Patients who attended the out-patient clinics of the hospital were invited to enroll in the program. An additional function of the Penn Partners in Health Living program is to assist in notifying elders of ongoing research projects and thereby serve as a research study recruitment tool, as in the case with this study. NCC over the age of 60 were randomly selected from this database.

Instruments

All sleep data was obtained from the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [28]. It is a self-rated questionnaire that consists of 11 questions, some of which contain sub-questions so that there are a total of 20 questions. Questions include bedtime, wake time, and time spent sleeping. These were used to calculate sleep efficiency: (wake time − bedtime) / time spent sleeping). A range of sleep disturbances are also assessed in the PSQI, including sleep quality, insomnia, sleep apnea and limb movement disorders, as well as daytime consequences of sleep and sleep medication use. The PSQI has been used in clinical and research settings to distinguish good sleepers (global score ≤5) and poor sleepers (>5), and is responsive to changes in insomnia [29]. Good measures of internal homogeneity, consistency (test-retest reliability), and validity have been obtained on psychometric testing [28,30]. It has also been used in cancer research [31] and in a telephone interview format where it correlated well with narrative comments from open-ended interviews [32].

Subjects were also asked about their lung cancer history, demographic information and other symptoms related to potential comorbid conditions associated with sleep disturbances. The specific symptoms assessed were pain severity, depression and dyspnea because these have been identified in past studies as some of the most common causes of distress in lung cancer patients [8,33]. The symptoms were measured using a 0-10 interval scale as this has been found to represent a straightforward and accurate assessment modality [34]. Overall perception of quality of life was also addressed using the following question: “How good is your quality of life?” The response options also ranged from 0 (“Extremely poor”) to 10 (“Excellent”). A single-item quality of life assessment has been found to have good correlation with more detailed instruments [35,36].

All subjects were contacted via telephone. The PSQI and other rating instruments were administered during a telephone interview conducted by the study investigators.

Statistical Analysis

The primary analysis involved several stages. First, estimates of the prevalence of various sleep disturbances among both LCS and NCC were determined, along with 95% confidence intervals. The PSQI global score was also calculated in these two groups. Because we are also
interested in the effects of sleep on quality of life in lung cancer survivors, we then did a further analysis involving lung cancer survivors only. For this analysis, poor sleepers were defined as lung cancer survivors with a PSQI global score greater than five, and good sleepers were lung cancer survivors with a PSQI global score less than or equal to five. Univariate analyses were then conducted to examine the relationship between their QoL rating and various demographic and comorbid symptoms. Factors that were significant were then studied for evidence of interaction effects using a correlation matrix and further explored with bivariate regression models. Items that were significant at an alpha <0.05 were then considered for inclusion in a multiple linear regression model to identify determinants of QoL. All statistical tests presented in this analysis are two-tailed, with statistical significance defined as p<0.05. The statistical analysis was performed using SAS v9.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina).

Results

The response rate to our survey was 61.8%. Demographic characteristics of our study population are presented in Table 1. There were no statistically significant differences between lung cancer survivors (LCS) and non-cancer controls (NCC) for any of these demographic parameters. The mean time duration of survival for our LCS was 8.0 years (+/- 2.1, range: 5-18 years). The majority of LCS were treated with surgical therapy only (89.5%), with only a minority receiving additional chemotherapy (2.6%), radiation therapy (1.3%) or combination therapy (6.6%). There were no differences by race or gender in the treatments they received for their lung cancer.

Sleep Parameters

There were significant differences in self-reported sleep parameters between LCS versus NCC. The LCS reported spending more hours in bed relative to NCC (8.4 +/- 1.3 hours vs. 7.9 +/- 1.2 hours, t=2.59, p=0.01), but less time asleep in bed (6.5 +/- 1.4 hours vs. 7.0 +/- 1.4 hours, t=2.27, p=0.02). This resulted in statistically significant differences in self-reported sleep efficiency, with LCS having a sleep efficiency of 78.3% +/- 15.2% and NCC having a sleep efficiency of 89.6% +/- 15.8% (t=4.53, p<0.001). However, differences in sleep efficiency were not due to changes in self-reported sleep latency (i.e., time it takes to fall asleep), which was similar between groups (LCS 24.0 +/- 24.4 min vs. NCC 19.9 +/- 19.6 min, t=1.17, p=0.24). Thus, the reduced sleep efficiency most likely reflects increased rates of wakefulness after sleep onset. Indeed, when specifically asked if they “Cannot get to sleep within 30 minutes”, there was no difference between the groups (chi-square=2.88, p=0.4), but when asked if they “Wake-up in the middle of the night or early morning, 40.8% of LCS noted that this happened three or more times a week relative to only 21.8% of NCC (chi-square=10.75, p=0.01).

The average bedtime and wake time is presented in Figure 1. It demonstrates evidence of a tendency towards more time in bed for LCS with a later wake time than NCC: LCS went to bed an average of 6 minutes earlier than NCC (t=0.46, p=0.6), and LCS got up an average of 26 minutes later than NCC (t=2.03, p=0.04).

When asked about common causes of insomnia that interfered with their sleep once or more during the past month (Table 2), NCC were significantly more likely to mention pain as a factor. Other causes of poor sleep that occurred more frequently in LCS than NCC but did not reach statistical significance were dyspnea (p=0.06) and nocturia (p=0.07).

The presence of symptoms suggestive of other sleep disorders aside from insomnia was also assessed by asking subjects if they had ever been told they had additional sleep symptoms. NCC were more likely to report that they snored than LCS (28.2% of NCC vs. 14.5% of LCS, chi-square=4.3, p=0.04). The occurrence of symptoms of other sleep disorders were not found...
to differ significantly between groups, with no difference in history of witnessed pauses in breathing (a possible sign of sleep apnea), restless legs/tremors, and nocturnal confusion.

When asked to rate their overall sleep quality, 25.3% of LCS described their sleep as very bad or fairly bad compared to only 11.7% of NCC (chi-square=4.7, p=0.03). This is corroborated by the finding that they were significantly more likely to use sleeping medications (chi-square=8.9, p=0.03), with 19.7% of LCS using them three or more times a week as compared to only 11.5% of NCC. Overall, 31.6% of LCS had used a sleeping aid at some point during the past month as compared to only 15.4% of NCC. Despite these differences, when asked how much their sleep problems bothered them, LCS and NCC reported similar levels of distress (LCS 2.7 +/- 3.0 vs 2.3 +/- 2.6, 0=not at all, 10=a great deal, t=0.68, p=0.5).

**Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index**

We next computed PSQI global (Figure 2) scores for LCS and NCC. Statistically significant differences were noted between the PSQI global score in LCS and NCC (6.3 +/- 4.1 in LCS vs. 4.5 +/- 3.1 in NCC, t=3.15, p=0.002). Values above five on the PSQI are considered indicative of poor sleep quality, and according to this criteria, LCS were more likely to have poor sleep than NCC [28]. Indeed, 56.6% (95% C.I.: 45.2% - 70.0%) of LCS had PSQI scores greater than five as compared to only 29.5% (95% C.I.: 19.1% - 39.8%) of NCC (chi-sq 11.5, p=0.0007).

To determine the influence of pre-cancer insomnia on current insomnia, we asked lung cancer survivors if they had sleep problems prior to their cancer diagnosis. Of LCS who currently have poor sleep (PSQI>5), 28.6% reported having had sleep problems in the past prior to their cancer diagnosis. However, only 9.1% of LCS who currently report good sleep (PSQI<=5) noted that they had sleep problems prior to their cancer diagnosis (chi-square=4.4, p=0.04). In addition, 49.2% (95% C.I.: 36.2% to 62.1%) of LCS who did not have sleep difficulties prior to their lung cancer diagnosis would go on to develop these problems over the average 8 year survival time of our LCS population.

**Other Symptoms and Quality of Life**

When asked about other common symptoms, LCS and NCC had similar ratings for depression symptoms (t=1.11, p=0.3), but NCC tended to report more problems due to pain (LCS 2.1 +/- 3.1 vs. NCC 3.0 +/- 3.2, 0=no problem, 10=severe problem, t=1.83, p=0.07). Dyspnea was significantly more likely to cause a problem for LCS than NCC (LCS 2.6 +/- 3.4 vs. NCC 1.1 +/- 2.5, 0=no problem, 10=severe problem, t=3.08, p=0.003). However, when asked to rate their overall quality of life, LCS and NCC had similar self-ratings that were both fairly positive (LCS 8.0 +/- 2.0 vs. NCC 8.4 +/- 1.6, 0=extremely poor, 10=excellent, t=1.36, p=0.18).

**Association Between Poor Sleep and QoL**

We next focused our analysis on LCS with poor sleep by PSQI criteria (>5) and compared them to LCS with good sleep (PSQI<=5). We found significant associations between poor sleep and QoL, with LCS with poor sleep having a QoL rating that was significantly lower than LCS with good sleep quality (7.3 +/- 2.3 vs. 8.8 +/- 1.1, t=3.63, p=0.0005). NCC with poor sleep also had worse QoL than NCC with good sleep (QoL in NCC with poor sleep: 7.6 +/- 1.8 vs. QoL in NCC with good sleep: 8.7 +/- 1.3, t=2.85, p=0.006). The difference in QoL as a function of sleep quality was 1.6 +/- 1.9 for LCS and 1.1 +/- 1.5 for NCC; however, this was not statistically significant (p=0.15).
Determinants of QoL in LCS

While the above analysis demonstrates evidence to suggest that poor sleep is common in lung cancer survivors and that it has an impact on QoL, the overall significance of this poor sleep within the context of other symptoms these individuals may experience is not clear. To further elucidate this, we performed a multivariate regression analysis of QoL determinants in the lung cancer survivors only (n=76). As an initial step in our analysis, we conducted univariate analysis between several potential QoL determinants and QoL itself (Table 3).

PSQI global score (sleep quality) and dyspnea were the only factors with significant associations with QoL. Given the potential relationship between sleep quality and dyspnea, we then examined the data for evidence of an interaction between these two conditions by constructing a regression model that included an interaction term: no significant interaction was noted in that model, with the interaction term having a parameter coefficient t-value=0.34, p=0.7.

We used the above findings to construct a linear regression model for QoL that included the significant factors from the univariate analysis. The model was statistically significant (F=5.2, p=0.008); the parameter coefficients are presented in Table 3. For each one point increase in the PSQI global score, there was a 0.11 decrease in the QoL (as defined on an analogue scale of 0-10), and for each 1 point increase in dyspnea severity (as defined also on an analogue scale of 0-10), there was a 0.14 decrease in the QoL. However, the adjusted r-square of the model was low at 0.10. Model diagnostic assessment included collinearity diagnostics that showed variance inflation factors that were all less than ten, and acceptable eigenvalues of the correlation matrix.

Discussion

This study is one of the first to examine sleep patterns in long-term (>5 years) lung cancer survivors and compare them to non-cancer controls. Our findings were notable for the fact that the sleep efficiency of lung cancer survivors was markedly lower than the sleep efficiency of non-cancer controls, thus suggesting increased rates of sleep disruption in LCS. For the majority of lung cancer survivors, these sleep problems did not predate their cancer diagnosis. A review of their sleep patterns suggested evidence of a delay in wake times as well, while bed times were similar. These sleep difficulties were associated with significant impairments in QoL in our lung cancer survivors, even when controlling for dyspnea. Equally troubling, these lung cancer survivors had higher rates of sleep medication use relative to non-cancer controls.

Research in cancer survivors in general has shown that sleep difficulties are a common concern, with 36.9-58.7% of cancer survivors an average of one year after diagnosis reporting sleep symptoms [37]. Lung cancer patients, when compared to other patients with the three most common cancers (breast, colorectal and prostate cancer), had the highest percentage of these sleep problems (58.7%) [37]. Despite this high prevalence, relatively few studies have focused on sleep in lung cancer patients, and most of these have had subject populations that were in the peri-treatment period [21,33], or were short-term (<5 year) survivors [7,8,17].

These studies have found that there are marked abnormalities in sleep in lung cancer patients. Objective measurement of sleep using polysomnography, the gold standard objective measure of sleep architecture, has found that the sleep efficiency of lung cancer patients was lower (79.5%) than normal sleepers (88.4%) or breast cancer patients (84.8%) [21]. Davidson and colleagues studied patients with various types of cancer an average of 34 months from the time of diagnosis. They noted that 48.2% of patients developed their sleep problems 6 months before to 18 months after their diagnosis [7]; this suggest that many sleep difficulties are present from the peri-treatment period onwards, a finding that we observed as well. Recall bias can be a
concern with these types of retrospective studies, thus our finding may, to a certain extent, be an overestimate.

The insomnia complaints noted by Davidson and colleagues in their study of predominantly older patients (mean age of 64.9 years) with various types of cancer tended primarily to be difficulty maintaining sleep (76%), followed by difficulty falling asleep (44%) and early morning awakenings (33%) [7]. Our study observed a similar pattern, with the majority of patients reporting difficulty staying asleep. Interestingly, a recent meta-analysis of sleep patterns throughout the lifespan also concluded that with advancing age, the main cause of reduced sleep efficiency was an increase in wakefulness after sleep onset; sleep latency tended to remain stable throughout the lifespan and contributed relatively little to the age-associated decrease in sleep efficiency [27].

Lung cancer survivors may have high rates of sleep difficulties because they may have more comorbid conditions than most other cancer survivors [37]; these comorbidities are clearly a key risk factor for sleep disruption [38]. In part, the higher rate of comorbidity may occur because the majority of lung cancer patients were exposed to tobacco and thus there is a higher than average presence of tobacco-related illnesses in lung cancer patients [39]. For example, 52.1% of long-term (>5 year) lung cancer survivors have moderate to severe pulmonary disease as defined by an FEV1<70% [39]. When considering emphysema in particular, there is clear evidence that insomnia is common in these patients [25]. Indeed, one study that performed factor analysis of symptom distress and physical complaints noted that insomnia had the highest factor loading with the respiratory distress component [33]. Other conditions that have been associated with insomnia in cancer patients include psychiatric conditions such as depression or anxiety, and increased levels of stress and pain [7,23]. These conditions are most commonly associated with insomnia in patients who have been recently diagnosed or are undergoing treatment. It may be that we did not find strong associations between these factors and sleep disruption in our long-term lung cancer survivor population because they were an average of eight years post-diagnosis.

One of the most interesting findings from our study was the observation that while a single-item analogue scale screen for distress from insomnia did show increased distress in lung cancer survivors relative to non-cancer controls, it was not a statistically significant difference. In contrast, the more comprehensive assessment provided by the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index showed robust differences. Several studies, including one that attempted to develop a single-item screen for insomnia [40] as well as research with advanced lung cancer patients [22], have found that a single-item assessment of sleep quality is of limited utility. Silberfarb and colleagues in their study of breast cancer, lung cancer and normal patients, observed that lung cancer patients tended to markedly underreport their sleep problems when the authors compared the objective sleep findings from polysomnography data to the subjective interview and sleep analogue scale responses [21]. Breast cancer patients, on the other hand, were noted to have objective polysomnography sleep findings that were fairly similar to normals despite a high degree of subjective sleep disruption complaints [21]. The authors postulated that this unique underreporting of sleep difficulties in lung cancer patients may be due to denial or lack of awareness of their own internal mood states [21]. It was most likely not due to gender differences as half of their lung cancer patients were female as well [21].

Another possible explanation for the tendency to underreport sleep complaints on a single-item question is that the lung cancer survivors did indeed feel less distress from their sleep problems. We observed that evidence of increased sleep difficulties only arose on more detailed questions that asked about specific aspects of sleep, such as sleep efficiency (time in bed divided by time asleep) and sleep medication use. This reduced perception of insomnia-related distress may have been mediated by several factors. One of these mediating factors may be a response shift:
these lung cancer survivors have become habituated to some of their symptoms, a phenomenon also noted amongst other long-term cancer survivor groups such as ovarian cancer survivors [41]. For example, despite the fact that 53.5% of these long-term ovarian cancer survivors reported pain or other discomfort, 89.0% described their health as good or excellent [41]. Amongst long-term lung cancer survivors, 50% felt that their lung cancer had a positive effect on their life, and 71% described themselves as hopeful [39]. When comparing quality of life, the Short Form 36 Physical Component score of these lung cancer survivors was lower than published scores for chronic lung disease patients, yet the Mental Component score for the lung cancer survivors was higher [39]. An additional factor mediating the reduced perception of distress from sleep problems could be the higher rate of sleep medication use we noted in our lung cancer survivors relative to non-cancer controls; one can postulate that these patients may be receiving a treatment benefit from the sleep medications that reduced their perception of distress from insomnia.

Another important question to consider is the role of sleep disruption in terms of the broader context of QoL. We noted that a comprehensive assessment of sleep disruption by the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index revealed strong associations between sleep difficulties and quality of life. The only other factor we found to be significant for QoL was dyspnea. While the standardized parameter coefficients in our multivariate regression model were similar for these two terms, it is important to emphasize that they were scored differently; a one point change on an analogue scale is not necessarily the same as a one point change in the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index global score. We also did not find a significant link between QoL and depression or pain, but this may have been due to the relatively low levels of these complaints. Silberfarb and colleagues also noted low levels of depression in their study of lung cancer patients and sleep [21]. It is also important to interpret our multivariate regression model findings cautiously because, as with other research exploring QoL [42], our model explained a relatively small percentage of the variation in QoL. Nevertheless, these findings do suggest that sleep factors are an important aspect of QoL and corroborate findings noted in other research in non-cancer populations [43].

Despite the effects of sleep difficulties on quality of life, these sleep disorders are often not evaluated or treated [17]. In part this is because health care providers do not inquire about sleep, but the patients themselves do not report it as well in many cases [17]. Open-ended questions revealed that many patients variously felt their health care provider could do little to treat the condition, were reluctant to take sedative-hypnotics, believed it was something they just had to deal with, or felt that it was not depression but rather a symptom of the broader context of their cancer [17].

Our study has limitations. Most of our subjects had surgery and few had chemotherapy or radiation therapy; current treatment recommendations often call for these as neo-adjuvant treatments. The more frequent use of these neo-adjuvant methods in current lung cancer treatment paradigms may increase the prevalence of insomnia. In addition, our study did not control for factors such as smoking. This can worsen sleep quality, but most likely has little effect on QoL. As other research has found that smoking was not predictive of QoL [39]. We also did not measure caffeine intake, or medications that have been implicated as exacerbating insomnia. Of note, in one large study of cancer survivors in general, lifestyle factors such as caffeine use, alcohol and environment were not found to be major contributors to insomnia [7]. Nevertheless, measurement of these factors would be worthwhile in future studies. Our study also measured only a limited range of comorbid symptoms and relied on self-report assessments; more comprehensive instruments may reveal additional associations. Our data on sleep, while more detailed, was also derived from self-report measures. While the diagnosis of insomnia is primarily a clinical one based on subjective perceptions [19], objective data on sleep patterns would be insightful. Future research should include a more comprehensive...
assessment of the various risk factors as well as objective measures of sleep in an attempt to more accurately define the relationship of sleep disorders with comorbid diseases and quality of life that we have noted.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that even in long-term lung cancer survivors, sleep problems are significantly more frequent than in non-cancer controls of a similar age. Many of our lung cancer survivors developed these sleep difficulties after their lung cancer diagnosis. The etiology of these sleep problems also appeared to be different from the non-cancer controls with dyspnea playing a greater role in disrupting the sleep of lung cancer survivors. These sleep difficulties had a significant and concerning association with impaired QoL in our lung cancer survivors. They were also associated with increased rates of sedative-hypnotic use. New research showing the potential benefits of cognitive behavioral therapy [44,45] as well as improvements in pharmacotherapy [46,47] may offer increasing effectiveness in treating these patients. Asking lung cancer survivors detailed and concrete questions about their sleep, such as how often they have nocturnal awakenings or how long they are awake each night, is thus a worthwhile and important aspect of their care.
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Figure 1.
Mean time subjects went to bed and mean time subjects got out of bed for lung cancer survivors (LCS) and non-cancer controls (NCC).
Figure 2.
Bar graph showing global Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index values between lung cancer survivors (LCS) and non-cancer controls (NCC). Values above 5 (indicated by the heavy black line) suggest poor sleep.
Table 1

Demographic characteristics of study population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Lung Cancer Survivors (N=76)</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Controls (N=78)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td>73.6 +/- 6.7 (range: 61-89)</td>
<td>74.8 +/- 6.5 (range: 64-92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>29 (38.2%)</td>
<td>30 (38.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>47 (61.8%)</td>
<td>48 (61.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>10 (13%)</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>66 (87%)</td>
<td>74 (95%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2

Common causes of difficulty sleep cited by lung cancer survivors and non-cancer controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Lung Cancer Survivors (N=76)</th>
<th>Non-Cancer Controls (N=78)</th>
<th>p-value (Chi-square test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nocturia</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too hot</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too cold</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad dreams</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other problems</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coughing or snoring loudly</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3
Univariate and multivariate regression results for possible determinants of quality of life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Univariate Statistical Comparison</th>
<th>Multivariate Regression Coefficients</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parameter Coefficient</td>
<td>Standardized Parameter Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>t=0.09, p=0.93</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>t=1.11, p=0.27</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspnea</td>
<td>t=2.41, p=0.019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>f=1.10, p=0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>t=0.10, p=0.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQI global</td>
<td>t=2.37, p=0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>f=0.97, p=0.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>